
choose the cOrrect anewer: 

a) 1 

Is arational number whirh lies letween 4) 0 and 
2) Closure property is rnot true or 

b) and o 

number ..... 

Commo Annunl ERenination 2024 

3) 15 of 25 of 10000 a) 375 

a) 6 

I. FIII In the blanks: 
6) The value of 

4) The graphical reprSentation of 
b) 400 

a) Bar graph 
b) Pictograph 

Standard 8 
MATHEMATICS 

Part- A 

Tenkasi 0intrict 

b) 1 

7) The value ofy in the equation 

1. Say True or False: 

y -9 -5) 4 7 Is ...... 

11) A CUbe has 6 faces. 

13) The 

5) How many outcomes can you get when you toss three coins once? 

b) 8 

9) If a class slze Is 10 and range ls 10) Hx RVM xV 

V. Match the folowing: 16) Area of the sector 

divis 

8) Corresponding sides of slmilar triangles are 

12) The shifting of a number from transposltión. 

18) (2x + 3) (2x -3) 
19) 20 = 6x - 4 
20) additlon 

17) Perimeter ofa semi circle 

grouped da 

of totional nbers becuse of the 

)0 

) 425 
data s 

4 22) Evaluate : (5° +6)x3! 

c) pie chart 

V. AnSwer any 12 of the following: 

c) 3 

Is BO then 

Pesent value'of a machino ie De 16800. It depreciates at 250 P.d. LS 
Worth after 2 years ls Rs.9450. 14) The Incentre is equldistant from 

A an 

) Aistogram Is a graph of a continuous frequency distrIbution. 

d), 

4x² - 9 

d) 4/5 

one side of an equation to 

X= 4 

360° 

d) Hist0gram 

Part- B 

the number of classes are 

d) 2 

all the vertices of a triangle. 

23) Find the square root of 324 by Prime Factorisation. 

other is called 

00 03 03 08 19 08 14 13 
(r+ 2) 

5x1=5 

921) Write the decimal form of the follow1ng rational number (|) 

5x1=5 

5x1=5 

12x2=2 
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TalaM 
24) Find the area of the sector. o 25) Verify Eulers formula. D26) Simplitv :p q 

�27) Expand: (Y 
1228) Convertthe following statemnent into linear equation. 

The um of 4 times number and 18 is 28 

29) A famlyWent to a hotel and GSS.Calculate the ccST 
30) If6 container lorries can more lorrio 

32) 

S34) Define: Cryptology 

Cne unknown lo the following igure Check 9, 40, 41 are triangles using Pythagoras theorem. 
the sldes of right angled 

33) Define: Range 

31) Find Torries are required to 
transport 180 tonnes of goods in 4 days? 

VI. Answer any 8 of the following: 
numbers and 

in the figure. 

If the length of the arc n 48m and r 

If foces 20 vertices- 13, Edges 

-18 

35) Verify the identity property for addition and multiplication for the rational 

36) Find the square root of 11025 by long division method. 25 

37) Find the area of the bouse drawing give 

2 

transport 135 tonnes of goods 

38) A circle of radius 70 cm is divided into 5 \V 
equal sectors. Find the area of each 
of the sectors. 

Income 

ractorise: a) x² + 8x + 15 b) 7C + X- 5 

rupee is given below. 

Find the radius of its circum CIrcie. 

Source Corporation 
tax 

19 

Frequency 

Part- C 

Rs.35O for food and pald extra 5% as 

in 5 days, how many 

w rind the C.I for the data oiven below., Principal = Rs.5000, r =470 

P.a. n = 12 years interepst compounded half yearty. 

T2) In AABC, S is the circumcentre BC = 72cm and DS = 15cm. 

12 

42) Income from various sources for Government of India from a 

VII. Answer the following: 

Income Customs 

tax 

16 

22 

30 

50 

10 cm 

histogram and the frequency Polygon imposed on it. 

9 

18 

Part-D 

24 

(OR) 

\5cm 

6 cm 

duties 

14 

10 m 

(in paise) 

43) The distribution of heights (in cm) of 100 people is given below. Construct a 

15 

Excise Service others 

tax 

Height (in am) 125-135 136-146 147-157 158-168 169-179 180-196 191-201 

8x5=40 

10 

8 cm 

7 

15cmC 

44) Using repeated subtraction method find the H.C.F of 280 and 420 

D 

72 cm 

32 

2x8=16 

45) a) Construct the following quadrilaterals with the given measuremnents and also 

find their area. PORS. PQ=QR=3.5 cm Rs=5.2 cm SP = 5.3 cm and 0= 120° 
(OR) 

b) Construct a rectangle BEAN with BE = 5 cm and BN =3 cm. Also find its area. 
46) a) Graph the equation y=x +1 

b) If the points P(5, 3) Q(-3, 3), R(-3, -4) and S form a rectangle, then 
find the coordinate of S. 

9 
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